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It has been frequently noted that super-fit marathon runners do poorly at 
high altitude. They suffer more than most from AMS (Acute Mountain 

Sickness). This is possibly caused by being strong enough to climb high 
faster than their body will acclimatise, in contrast to unfit climbers, who 
are too weak to get themselves into trouble. 

Although I had noticed this anecdotally, and in statistically insignificant 
numbers, my occasional climbing colleague Dr Greg Attard, an emergency 
physician from Malta, said that he’d seen research papers attesting to this 
result. This observation can be expressed as follows: Athletic Prowess is 
proportional to the risk of AMS, or to express it formulaically:

AP ~ rAMS

Where AP is Athletic Prowess, ‘~’ means ‘proportional to’ and rAMS is 
‘risk of developing AMS’, and both terms are theoretically capable of being 
expressed as positive real numbers. This is Attard’s Attestation.

It will be immediately obvious that this direct relationship should be 
avoidable by the rational expedient of climbing more slowly, but this route 
to avoiding AMS seems to be difficult for the aforementioned athletes. It 
has been claimed that highly trained runners have difficulty adjusting the 
strenuously learned marathon runners’ pace to the more leisurely moun-
taineers’ pace. 

However, to quote Dr Attard on this: ‘To slow down is not rocket 
science,’ which in turn raises the question of intelligence (Intelligence 
Quotient or IQ). My good friend Mark Cremona, a water engineer also 
of Malta, notes that if it is not ‘rocket science’ to slow down, the implica-
tion is that the cohort of marathon runners attempting high mountains are 
blessed with unusually low IQ, the proof of which is that they took up 
marathon running in the first place.

This is expressed as: IQ is inversely proportional to the risk of AMS, or:

1/IQ ~ rAMS

This is Cremona’s Corollary. The Attestation and its Corollary have 
been combined into a single expression by another colleague, Robert Gatt, 
an information technologist, again from Malta, into Robert’s Rule, where 

an export of their entire crags database at http://www.ukclimbing.com/
listings/ge.kml.

The biggest challenge for most users of Google Earth is sharing sets of 
markers with other people. Sadly, there is no efficient way to automati-
cally collaborate on the same map and have changes update live on both 
individuals’ files. However, it is easy to send your information to a friend. 
Right-click on a marker (or better, a folder of markers) and select ‘Save 
Place As…’ , which lets you save a KML file. The option of a KMZ file is 
also provided. This is a compressed version of the KML file, and is best to 
use if you wish to include any imported images or map overlays, to ensure 
the imported graphics are included in the file you share. 

A word of warning
Over time you will come to realise that Google Earth is a very simple 

program, but you must remember that the data should not be taken as 
gospel and in some cases it can be very wrong. Where data points for the 
relief model are missing or are incorrectly positioned, entire mountains 
which are plainly visible in the satellite photography can disappear in the 
3D view. One good example is Pik Currahee in the Djangart region of 
Kyrgyzstan (shown on page 212). Looking down the valley in Google 
Earth will show the glacier rising to a gentle col on the ridgeline. In reality, 
the col is topped with a 600m face leading to a 5000m summit. Having 
tried and failed to climb it in 2013, I can assure you it is very much real.

All of the links and tips discussed in this article can be accessed from the resources 
on this page: http://www.67hours.co.uk/mountaineering/mapping. 
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the ratio of Athletic Prowess to IQ is equal to the risk of AMS:

AP/IQ = rAMS

We will return to Robert’s Rule later, but first we need to look at the 
effect of alcohol on rAMS. It is usually said that alcohol has a negative 
effect on climbers, while increasing risk of AMS. We will show this fear to 
be misplaced.

It can be seen that AC (alcohol consumption) reduces both the numer-
ator and denominator of the left hand side of Robert’s Rule. Static or 
constant rAMS will be maintained if the rate of change of the two terms is 
proportional for a given quantity of alcohol. This is easily demonstrated.

When zero alcohol has been consumed the quantity of alcohol consumed 
is ‘Q

0
. Now consider (or consume) a quantity of alcohol ‘Q

100
’ such that a 

state of comatose inebriation is attained. At Q
0
, AP is 100% of normal, as 

Altitude lassitude: testing the impact of alcohol on acclimatisation. (Victor 
Saunders)

is IQ. At Q
100

, the inability to consciously move reduces AP to 0%, while 
the inability to make any meaningful conversation effectively reduces IQ to 
0% too. So we can more or less safely say that

(AP+Q
0
)/(IQ+Q

0
) = (AP+Q

100
)/IQ+Q

100
) 

and in both cases rAMS will be constant.
We can reasonably assume Robert’s Rule follows a linear relationship 

and so is not violated by AC (alcohol consumption) for any consumed 
quantity between Q

0
 and Q

100
.

So we can deduce that the consumption of alcohol does not increase the 
risk of AMS for the climber. This will come as welcome news for many 
of the climbing fraternity. However, I believe I have even better news for 
such people.

Returning to Robert’s Rule AP/IQ = rAMS, it will be seen that to 
decrease rAMS, AP must be reduced in relation to IQ. But IQ has proved 
tantalisingly difficult to raise for marathon runners.

However we propose that a bounce-back effect can be used in the period 
before exposure to high altitude. It works like this: regular AC (alcohol 
consumption) reduces both AP and IQ, but if ‘AC training’, more usually 
known as ‘drinking’, is substituted for ‘dry (sober) runs’ and this is done 
methodically, the result should be a nicely reduced AP (athletic prowess) 
over time, with a more or less full recovery of IQ after the ‘AC training’ 
sessions, resulting in reduced rAMS. 

This idea is expressed in the following formulae:
ACT is Alcohol Consumption Training.
ACR is Alcohol Consumption Recovery. 
‘->’ means ‘leads to’ and ‘<’ means less than.
(1) represents the initial value
(2) represents the changed – generally lower – value

AP(1)/IQ(1)+ACT -> AP(2)/IQ(2) 

AP(2)/IQ(2)+ACR -> AP(2)/IQ(1)

but AP(2)/IQ(1) < AP(1)/IQ(1)

therefore

rAMS [AP(2)/IQ(1)] < rAMS [AP(1)/IQ(1)]

and now rAMS is reduced.
Our team has not yet tested out this proposed method of reducing the 

risk of AMS, but we believe it has great potential.


